Customer Applications

AW-MEASUREMENT FOR SENSITIVE SEEDS
Water activity measurement plays an integral role at the Tree Seed Centre in British Columbia.
Influence on the longevity of the seed

«Rotronic has become the
standard for water activity
measurement at many seed
storage facilities throughout
the world.»
		
		

Dale Simpson
Tree Seed Working Group, Canada

Meghan Duke works for the Ministry of Forests, Land and
Natural Resources Operations, and is also a member of the
TSWG. Although water activity is a relatively new technology
to the Tree Seed Centre, it already plays an important role.
Meghan explains: “A water activity meter is a quick, non destructive tool for evaluating moisture in a sample of seed.
The meter outputs a value between 0 and 1, which is equivalent to equilibrium relative humidity (eRH) if the meter and
the sample are at the same temperature. It differs from a
moisture content test in that it assesses free water rather
than the total water content in a sample of seed. The amount
of free water in a seed will depend on its relative composition of lipids, starches, and proteins.
Storing seed in the freezer with a water activity measurement that is either too high or too low will decrease the longevity of the seed. The ideal level ultimately depends on the
species; however, most people now accept the concept of a
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The role of water activity measurement
Currently, water activity is used primarily for testing seed
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of assessment is imperative. Collections intended for the

